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We study the effects of electron-lattice interaction in the presence of discrete breathers. The lattice is treated
classically. We consider two different situations:~i! the scattering of an electron by a discrete breather in the
semiconducting regime, where the electron-breather distance is large compared to the breather size, and~ii ! the
appearance of a bound electron-breather state, which exists at least over one-half of the breather period of
oscillation. In the second case the localization length of the electron can be of the order of the breather size, a
few lattice periods. Remarkably these results are derived in the absence of disorder, since discrete breathers
exist in translationally invariant nonlinear lattices.

I. INTRODUCTION

The concept of discrete breathers has been studied in de-
tail in a number of publications.1–8 Discrete breathers are
time-periodic solutions of a system of coupled classical de-
grees of freedom, typically arranged on a translationally in-
variant lattice. These solutions are spatially localized~note
that spatial localization appears in the absence of any disor-
der!. The number of degrees of freedom can be finite or
infinite. A necessary condition for the appearance of discrete
breathers is the presence of nonlinear terms in the equations
of motion. A discrete breather can be viewed as a localized
excitation of the system above its classical ground state. Lo-
calization occurs because multiples of the frequency of the
breather can easily escape from resonances with the spec-
trum of the linearized equations of motion~around the
ground state!. This happens because the linear spectrum of
the system~e.g., the phonon spectrum of a crystal! has a
finite upper bound due to the discrete translational invariance
~as opposed to a system with a continuous translational in-
variance, e.g., a field equation!. Note that no specific topo-
logical requirements have to be met in order to obtain
breather solutions; especially there are no restrictions with
respect to the dimension of the lattice.

Although the concept of discrete breathers goes much be-
yond the description of nonlinear lattice dynamics in crys-
tals, we will focus our attention in this work on crystals only.
In particular we will study the problem of the interaction of
a discrete breather with electronic degrees of freedom. We
will consider systems where screening effects due to mobile
electrons are weak. In Sec. II we derive the scattering of an
electron by a discrete breather in the limit of large electron-
breather distance. In Sec. III the trapping of an electron by a
discrete breather is analyzed. Remarkably the corresponding
localization length of the electron can be of the order of the
breather size, i.e., a few lattice sites.

II. SCATTERING OF AN ELECTRON
BY A DISCRETE BREATHER

Let us consider a classical nonlinear lattice which allows
for breather solutions. Generally the excitation of the rel-
evant breather degrees of freedom leads to a localized polar-

ization of the lattice. In the classical ground state of this
system the polarization vanishes. If we excite a discrete
breather, then it will induce a~time-periodic! multipole field
at distances large compared to the breather size. Generally
the first nonvanishing momentum will be a dipole momen-
tum. The induced polarization will be spatially localized, in
accordance with the strong localization properties of the
breather solution.

Let us consider the interaction of a single electron with a
discrete breather in the case when the distance between the
electron and the breather is much larger than the breather
size. Since we are describing the lattice degrees of freedom
classically, we can use the adiabatic approximation.9 This
means that the motion of the electron is described by using
the positions of the lattice degrees of freedom as parameters.
Thus the electron feels a multipole field which originates
from the breather. This kind of treatment of the electron is
similar to the consideration of electrons in a lattice with
defects.10 The difference is that~i! the breather~dynamical
defect! does not possess an uncompensated charge and~ii !
the breather is slowly~as compared to the inverse electron
frequency! changing its multipole field.

Since the multipole field of the breather contains in gen-
eral a dipole component, we can study the scattering of an
electron in a dipole field. We consider the case when the
electron can follow a path which does not come close to the
breather location. If this assumption is not true anymore, the
electron can be trapped by the breather, as will be shown in
the next section.

The potential of a dipole is given by

Vd~rW !5

1

e

dW rW

r3 . ~2.1!

HeredW is the dipole moment induced by the breather~which
is actually slowly periodically oscillating with time!. The
dielectric permeabilitye describes the reduction of the dipole
field due to polarization effects.

The motion of an electron with isotropic effective mass
m* and chargee will be then described by the Hamiltonian
H and the wave functionC(rW,t),10
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The dipole potential~2.1! does not possess localized states.
This can be easily found by considering the corresponding
classical motion in the potential~2.1!. Clearly there exist no
periodic orbits having some finite distance from the potential
centerrW50. Thus there appear no localized electron states
which are weakly localized as compared to the breather size.
This situation is opposite to the Coulomb field problem
where periodic orbits exist and lead to the existence of hy-
drogenlike localized states, as used in the description of
Wannier excitons. To find trapped electronic states induced
by a discrete breather we have to take into account the inter-
nal breather structure, which will be studied in the next sec-
tion.

To account for the elastic electron reflection in the dipole
potential ~2.1! we can use Born’s approximation,9 which
holds if the interaction energy between the electron and the
breather will be small compared to the kinetic energy of the
electron. Denoting byukW & the plane wave states of the elec-
tron in the absence of a breather, we have to calculate the
matrix elements

^kW uVdukW8&5E e i~kW2kW8!rWVd~rW !dr3. ~2.3!

Straight integration gives

^kW uVdukW8&52i
4ep

e

dW ~kW2kW8!

ukW2kW8u2
d~EkW2EkW8!. ~2.4!

The electronic energiesEkW measure the energy of the incom-
ing and outgoing plane waves. All other quantities related to
the electron scattering in the approximation used can be ob-
tained from these matrix elements.

In the nongeneric symmetric case that the breather does
not possess a dipole momentum, the quadrupole field tensor
Dab has to be considered~note that we use the definition
Dab5( ie ixa

(i)xb
(i)). The corresponding potential is given by

Vq~rW !5

1

2e
Dab

]

]xa

]

]xb

1

r
. ~2.5!

Again there are no bound states in potential~2.5! as in the
dipole case. The matrix elements can be obtained by inte-
grating:

^kW uVqukW8&52i
2ep

e

Dabkakb

ukW2kW8u2
d~EkW2EkW8!. ~2.6!

Let us comment on possible numerical and experimental
verifications of the results from this section. Numerical in-
vestigations can be performed if the motion of the electron is
described within a tight-binding representation~cf. next sec-
tion!. For one-dimensional systems the task amounts to
launching an electron wave with given wave number and
accounting for its collision with a breather. The dependence
of the transmission coefficient on the wave number can be
then compared with our results. Similar studies were done
for the scattering of phonons by breathers.11 A numerical
analysis of the two-dimensional case is also possible along

the same lines, although it will be much harder and tedious.
As for experiments, up to now there is no substantial knowl-
edge on how to excite breathers, and how to provide a sta-
tistical description of scattering processes in the presence of
breathers. Once the new collision integral12 is obtained, one
can think of possible experimental realizations to check the
influence of breathers on the electrical conductivity.

III. TRAPPING OF AN ELECTRON
BY A DISCRETE BREATHER

In this section we analyze the properties of localized elec-
tronic states, induced by the presence of a discrete breather.
We restrict the consideration to the simplest case of a one-
dimensional tight-binding description of the electron,13

where the overlap integral of the electron states at neighbor-
ing sites depends on the positions of the corresponding crys-
tal atoms.

Again we describe the crystal atoms classically, so that
we have to use the adiabatic approximation. Consequently
we can treat only electronic states, which are energetically
well separated from other electronic states. An electron sit-
ting in such an adiabatic state will continue to stay in this
state if the Hamiltonian of the electron is changed adiabati-
cally slowly ~due to the motion of the crystal atoms!. Clearly
we cannot consider extended electronic states, which usually
form a band~so that the energy separation is violated!. The
idea is then to show that at some intervals in time the local-
ized lattice distortion due to the presence of a discrete
breather allows for localized electronic states, which are well
separated from the electronic band. If an electron is occupy-
ing such a localized state, the dynamics of the breather will
be changed according to the adiabatic approximation.

The HamiltonianH of the system is given by

H lat5(
l

F1

2
P l

2
1V~X l!1F~X l2X l21!G , ~3.1!

Hel5(
l

b l,l11~a l
1a l111c.c.!,

~3.2!
b l,l11511b1~X l2X l21!,

H5H lat1Hel . ~3.3!

The lattice part H lat contains anharmonic terms
(]2H lat /]X l]X l8Þconst) in the potential functionsV(z) and
F(z). The electron-lattice coupling is considered in a linear
approximation in the overlap integralb. The one-site elec-
tronic energies are assumed to be independent on the lattice
site numberl, so that the corresponding termsa l

†a l can be
scaled away in~3.2!.

The adiabatic approximation implies to solve the eigen-
value problem for the electron~3.2! using the lattice degrees
of freedom as fixed parameters. The electronic band for~3.2!
is given by

Ek52cos~k ! ~3.4!

~herek measures the wave number of the extended electron
wave!.
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To account for the localized state of the electron in the
presence of a discrete breather we arrive at the equations for
the probability amplitudesc l of finding the electron at lattice
site l:

Eelc l5b ~ l21!,lc l211b l,~ l11!c l11 . ~3.5!

In order to proceed we have to use a known discrete breather
solution. It is known that breather solutions exist, when es-
sentially one~central! atom is performing periodic oscilla-
tions, with all the other atoms having exponentially small
amplitudes.6,8,14. Discrete breathers with such strong local-
ization properties were found in numerical studies for one-
dimensional and two-dimensional lattices with moderate
coupling and anharmonicity.4,5 Thus we assume the easiest
form of the breather solution to be that only one central
particle is oscillating~with a frequency outside the linear
phonon spectrum!. Taking into account the small~compared
to the central atom! amplitudes of vibration of the rest of the
lattice leads to small corrections of the results derived below.

If the breather is essentially given by the motion of one
atom,X0(t)5X0(t1Tb), then we can solve analytically for
the electronic state. All other atoms are at their ground state
positionsX lÞ050. Solving ~3.5! to the left and right of the
breather location yields

c l5c1e2ll, l.1, ~3.6!

c l5c21ell, l,21, ~3.7!

Eel52 cosh~l !. ~3.8!

To obtain the energyEel we have to match the two branches
of our solution in the breather center, when the amplitude of
the central atom at a given time isX0(t). The result is

Eel5

1

A112b1
2X0

2~ t !
1A112b1

2X0
2~ t !

'21b1
4X0

4~ t !1O„b1
6X0

6~ t !…. ~3.9!

The exponent of the spatial decay of the electronic localized
statel is then given by

l5

1

2
ln@112b1

2X0
2~ t !#. ~3.10!

The unnormalized probability amplitudes in the center of the
breather location are given by

c051 , ~3.11!

c15A112b1
2X0

2~ t !@12b1X0~ t !#, ~3.12!

c215A112b1
2X0

2~ t !@11b1X0~ t !#. ~3.13!

The dynamics of the discrete breather is now modified due to
the additional purely anharmonic electron-induced potential
~3.9!. Depending on the breather solution~frequency above
or below the phonon band! this additional potential can ei-
ther support the localized breather solution or suppress it.14

Remarkably thereis a realization when it can support the
breather solution, which means that the breather gets even

more strongly localized, inducing again a more strong local-
ization of the electronic state, etc.

It is worthwhile to mention a numerical study, where the
lattice itself does not support discrete breathers, but a bound
electron-breather state exists.15,16. We can give a simple ex-
planation to this observation. The relevant expansion param-
eters for the potentialF(z)5(m52

` (1/m)fm(z2z0)m in
Refs. 15,16 are given byf250.005 625,f3520.004 922,
f450.001 812. It has been shown recently that breather so-
lutions do not exist for that lattice, because the inequality
3/4f2f4>f3

2 is not fulfilled. This stems from the fact that
the corresponding upper zone boundary plane wave under-
goes a tangential bifurcation only if the above inequalityis
fulfilled.17,18 However, the correction of the lattice potential
energy due to a~initially ! localized electron can change this
relation locally @cf. ~3.9!#, so that breathers can exist if a
localized electronic state is occupied.

SinceX0(t) of the breather solution becomes periodically
zero, the adiabatic approximation will become invalid every
half-period of the breather’s oscillation. That happens be-
cause the localized state of the electron merges with the elec-
tron band states. So we conjecture that a trapped~localized!
electronic state may exist only over roughly every half-
period of the breather. That observation follows from the
circumstance that the adiabatic approximation holds if the
separation of the localized state from the continuum is much
larger than the change of interaction energy during one pe-
riod of the electronic amplitude oscillations which implies

b1
4X0

5~ t !@Ẋ0~ t !.

Each time when the central atom will pass its stability posi-
tion X050 the localized electronic state will come close to
the electronic band. Consequently some part of the initially
localized electron wave function will be emitted into the
electronic band. This will lead to a finite lifetime of the lo-
calized electronic state of the order of one half of the
breather period~this can be also seen in the numerical result
in Refs. 15,16!.

We also briefly mention the case of another breather sym-
metry, when a breather is given essentially by the motion of
two nearest neighbors,X0(t)52X1(t). These two-site
breathers appear with frequencies above the linear spectrum
~phonon band!. Relations~3.6!–~3.8! hold again. The energy
of the localized electronic state is given by

Eel5F1

1

F
, ~3.14!

F5

2x112A118x2
24x

2x~22x !
, x5b1X0~ t !. ~3.15!

Note that in lowest order ofb1X0(t) the energy again be-
comes

Eel'21b1
4X0

4~ t !1O„b1
5X0

5~ t !…. ~3.16!

Here we have considered highly discrete~localized!
breather solutions only. Taking into account the~nonzero!
oscillations of the other atoms in the breather solution will
smoothly modify our findings, but cannot change them quali-
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tatively ~unless the breather becomes very weakly localized!.
Let us consider the case of higher-dimensional lattices.

Discrete breathers can be obtained in full analogy to the one-
dimensional case. However, the localization properties of the
electron will be modifed. In two-dimensional lattices the
separation of the localized electronic state from the elec-

tronic band will be exponentially small for small breather
amplitudes.19 In three-dimensional lattices the discrete
breather amplitude has even to exceed a certain finite thresh-
old in order to localize an electron.19 So in higher-
dimensional lattices the trapping time of an electron will be
shortened as compared to the one-dimensional case.
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